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Disclosure

General Advice Disclaimer

The purpose of this presentation is to provide you general advice and insight into MPW’s current market outlook and 
investment philosophy.

Where our presentation provides general advice, we must explain that this advice has been prepared at this time without 
taking into account your individual personal needs, objectives, or financial situation, and the personal information we hold 
about you has not specifically been considered in forming our views.  

You should not act on any advice that has not been tailored to you or considered in light of your full individual personal 
circumstances, as there is a risk that such actions may not be appropriate for you or be in your best interests.

Where we provide personal advice and investment recommendations, these will be presented in a Statement of Advice (SoA) 
which will explain the basis of your personal advice recommendations, and any considerations or risks so that you can make 
an informed decision.

No representation is given, warranty made or responsibility taken about the accuracy, timeliness or completeness of 
information sourced from third parties.



Outlook: A Mid-Cycle Slowdown Or A Recession?

1. Where we are in the cycle

2. The case for a mid-cycle slowdown

3. The case for a recession in 2023

4. MPW view and portfolio positioning

5. MPW asset class strategies

6. Future Return Expectations

7. Conclusion & Questions



Where Are We In The Economic Cycle?



The Case For A Mid-Cycle Slowdown

The following factors support the ability for central banks to facilitate a mid-cycle slowdown:

1. Low Interest Rates – Real interest rates are low despite Central bank tightening ahead

2. Financial Conditions – Liquidity is abundant and financial conditions remain accommodative now

3. Consumers – Record savings levels, rising wages, and deleveraging puts consumers in good shape   

4. Corporates – Earnings remain strong and should support higher equity prices

5. Investment Liquidity – There is record cash and ‘dry powder’ ready to ‘buy the market dips’



Interest Rates To Rise Off  A Record Low Base

Interest rates will rise but will remain historically low. Real-yields (inflation adjusted) are the lowest in 40 years, 
so any tightening begins off of a tremendously low base.



Financial Conditions Remain Accommodative

We have witnessed the largest central bank balance sheet expansion in history. The US Fed is 
about to raise interest rates and unwind its balance sheet by ~$95 billion per month, but financial 
conditions remain accommodative, at least for now.



Consumers Are Cashed-Up

The covid-19 pandemic has spurred global cash savings 

(US)



Wages Growth Is Compensating For Inflation

US consumers have more purchasing power now than they did in February 2020.



Consumer & Corporate Balance Sheets Are Strong

US consumers and corporates have 
de-leveraged significantly

Australian consumers are highly leveraged, but household 
debt service ratios are at record lows



Corporate Profits Are High, But Likely Peaked

As we move through 2022 corporate profit margins are likely to be squeezed by higher rates and inflation



Private Equity Funds are waiting to deploy surplus cash of more than $3.3 trillion, which could underpin markets 

Private Equity Fund ‘Dry Powder’



Central bankers have a choice: Bring on a sharp recession or live with high inflation, what will they choose?

1. Geopolitical Risks – The longer the war in Ukraine persists the more likely a recession ensues

2. Supply Chains & China – Supply chains are already under pressure, now magnified by China’s lockdown

3. Demand Brought Forward – Reversal of massive overspending could leave the economy vulnerable to a downturn 

4. Consumer and Investor Sentiment – Collapsing confidence is akin to 2008-09 GFC levels

5. Inflation & Rising Bond Yields – Out of control inflation will see the central banks playing catch-up with rates

6. Rising Rates and QT – Aggressive interest rate increases and quantitative tightening will impact market liquidity 

7. Recession Risks High – History suggests that current market forces indicate we will be in recession in 2023

The Case For A Global Recession



Russia and Ukraine Implications

The peak-to-trough equity drawdowns amid major 
geopolitical crises range from 11-15%.  Markets have 
already fallen this far, but a prolonged war is not priced

Russia’s invasion of Ukraine saw many commodity 
prices spike upwards of 100% in a matter of days!
This adds to the inflation and supply chain issues 



Supply Chain Pressure Remains High

While global supply chain pressure was decreasing early this year, pressure still remains 
high and China’s lockdown will only exacerbates this alongside higher inflation

Sources: Bureau of Labor Statistics; Harper Petersen Holding GmbH; Baltic Exchange;
IHS Markit; Institute for Supply Management; Haver Analytics; Bloomberg L.P.
Note: Each index is scaled by its standard deviation.



Impact of  China Covid Lockdowns

As growth in China slows and recession probabilities increase, authorities will aggressively stimulate 



Is It A Supply Or Demand Issue, Or Both?

There is a massive demand imbalance that makes the economy vulnerable to a downturn.



Consumer Confidence Has Collapsed

This is the worst time in decades to purchase assets US Consumer sentiment is near 2009 GFC levels



NZ and Australian Sentiment Is Following Suit

New Zealand consumer confidence has fallen below GFC levels and Australia is following this trajectory



US Investor Sentiment Is Very Bearish

Investors haven’t been this bearish since the GFC in 2009



US Inflation Is At 40-Year Highs & Recession Looms

US core inflation rose to 6.5% in March, a 40 year high, with headline inflation 
(including food and energy) rising to 8.5% and potentially on track for 10% by mid-year.

Current level:  6.5%



Peak Inflation? Goods vs Services Inflation

Core services CPI (which excludes energy but includes housing) makes up 72% of core CPI, so even if goods prices 
recede, services prices may continue to rise as wage growth increases. We may not have seen peak inflation?  

US Core Goods CPI versus Core Services CPI



Inflation In Australia Is Rising, But Lagging US

Australian headline inflation hit 5.1% in the March quarter and is expected to rise further in the June quarter 

Source: ABS, FactSet, J.P. Morgan Asset Management.



Inflation Is A Tax On Consumers

True US inflation rates are significantly higher than 
the printed CPI number, as shown in the table below

These are true price changes having a material 
impact on household budgets and the cost of living



The US Fed’s Dilemma 

The Fed’s Choice:  Destroy demand or live with persistently high inflation (option 2 is the least favourable)



Quantitative Tightening Is A Game Changer

Markets have risen strongly as central bank balance sheets expanded. What happens when the Fed starts 
unwinding its balance sheet (withdrawing liquidity) by ~$95B per month?

The last time the Fed 
reduced its balance 

sheet in 2018 markets 
fell -20% in three 

months!



US Equity Markets Are Still Very Expensive

The Shiller PE chart shows the US equity market is still the most expensive in history 
behind the US Tech boom in 2000 and the Stimulus boom in 2021



Speculative Assets Have Been Smashed

US non-profitable tech stocks have fallen more than 50% from their 2021 
peak, and the ASX all-tech index fallen 32% from its 2021 highs.



Can The Fed Manage A Soft Landing?

Markets face a multitude of risks, not limited to: Recession probabilities are rising fast as we look into 2023:

• Yield curve inversion has happened

• Inflation is above 6% and still rising

• Oil prices are above $100 a barrel

• The Fed will have to tighten aggressively & implement QT

• War and China lockdowns also impact consumer sentiment



Yield Curve Inversion & Recessions

A yield curve inversion has preceded a recession every time over the last 50 years, why will this time be different?



High Oil Prices & Recessions

Oil prices above $100 have preceded a recession every time over the last 50 years, why will this time be different?



MPW Outlook & Recommended Portfolio Strategy



How High Can Rates go?

US bond rates are nearing their 2018 levels whereas Australian bond rates have surpassed their 2018 levels



Worst Return For Government Bonds in 50 Years

The drawdown in the Global Bond Aggregate Index of -14% is the worst in 30 years and the worst in 
50 years for the US government bond index at -12%.



Have Rate Expectations Gone Too Far?

Cash rate expectations have rapidly ‘front-run’ the Fed and RBA, the question is can they actually get there?



Have Government Bonds Now Become Hedges?

This chart shows that in the strongest rally of the last decade, from late 2019 into the 2020 COVID crisis 
(in which Treasuries proved to be the best safe haven), ZROZ went up 89.1% vs TLT went up 52.9%.

In a major recession 
and deflation 
environment these 
safe-haven options 
should be considered 
in client portfolios.



Listed Credit Behaves Like Equity In A Recession



Australian Equities Are Mildly Expensive

Australian equity valuations are not cheap, and we favour value and commodity stocks over growth stocks



Global Equities Require A Selective Approach

Emerging Markets are very cheapUS equities are historically very expensive, global equities are fair value 



The ‘commodities-to-equities’ 
ratio has never been cheaper.

Potential Strategy:
1. Long commodities
2. Short expensive equities

Commodities can also provide 
a hedge against the risk of 
persistently higher inflation.  

The ‘Commodities To Equities’ Ratio Is Compelling



The Role of  Alternative Assets In Portfolios

RETURN ENHANCERS
Global diversification and tactical/ 
opportunistic returns

CORE COMPLEMENTS
Added diversification and/or 
enhanced returns

CORE FOUNDATION
Stable Income with lower volatility, 
diversification ad inflation sensitivity 

Distressed 
credit

Special situations
Private 

Equity, Venture 
Capital

Corporate 
mezzanine loans

Hedge funds Noncore 
real assets

Core
Private credit

Core real estate, 
infrastructure and 

transport

Low volatility 
core equity

Fixed income-like Hybrids Equity-like

HIGHER Income/
LOWER Volatility

LOWER Income/
HIGHER Volatility

= Overweight for the next 12 to 18 months

Framework-driven portfolio construction: What role do different categories play in the portfolio?

Source: JP Morgan Asset Management Alternative Solutions Group & MPW



Australian Property & Mortgage Rates

Australian house prices are currently 26% above their 
long-term trend and subject to correction should 

mortgage rates rise to ‘implied’ levels 

Mortgage rates of 6-8% would put significant 
default pressure on borrowers, and hence it is 

hard to see rates going as high as implied.



Australian Property – Where To For Prices?

Australian house prices remain very sensitive to rising mortgage rates, with forecast price falls of between 
5% to 30% by 2023 subject to how aggressive the RBA is with interest rates



The table below shows the Vanguard Capital Markets 
Model return and volatility forecasts over the next 10 
years across four Global Diversified Portfolios. 

Conclusion:  Generating returns using just listed stocks 
and bonds will be much more challenging in the future 
and investors will need to take more risk for less return.

Vanguard Long-Term Return Expectations

Special situations

Hedge funds
Noncore 

real assets

The chart below shows the probability of achieving a 
real return target over the next 10 years for a range of 
Global Diversified Portfolios.  
Conclusion: The probability of a CPI+ 3% return is less 
than 50% regardless of how much risk you want to take.



JP Morgan Long-Term Return Expectations

Special situations

Hedge funds
Noncore 

real assets

Allocating to Alternative 
Assets has the potential 
to increase expected 
portfolio returns whilst 
also potentially reducing 
risk via increased 
diversification benefits.



Taking More Risk For The Same Return

Special situations

Hedge funds
Noncore 

real assets



MPW Concluding Summary

Special situations

Hedge funds
Noncore 

real assets

2022 will be volatile as markets navigate a global central bank tightening cycle.

This is a regime change that requires careful consideration of both risk and return.

Central banks had our backs for a last 
decade, but things can change.

• MPW has downside protection 
strategies built into portfolios.

High PE stocks and speculative assets 
have fallen sharply in recent months.

• We are at a critical market juncture 
that requires a cautious approach.

Central banks may need to bring on a 
recession to curb demand inflation.

• Markets last saw inflation in the 
early 1980’s. Are we prepared?





Household Net Leverage Is At A 15-Year Low



Demand For Goods vs Demand For Services

The consumption of services 
is constrained by time, 
opportunity, and biology.

This means the underspend 
will not become a symmetric 
overspend.

In fact, the underspend on 
certain services will persist. 
This is because we have 
made some permanent 
changes to our lifestyles.



US Leading Indicators Are Weakening, Why?



Inflation Is A Tax On Business

US corporate earnings 
guidance is at previous 
recessionary levels.

Corporates that cannot 
pass on rising costs to 
consumers will see 
margins squeezed, and 
current valuations are 
not pricing this in, yet.



The Fed Will Have To Aggressively Raise Rates

The Fed will be forced to get interest rates at least to neutral (~3%) and reduce the supply of money (quantitative tightening)



Speculative Assets Have Been Smashed

The De-SPAC Index, which tracks 25 companies that have gone public 
through a merger with a SPAC, has fallen -71% from its February 2021 peak



Past Recessions & Equity Market Losses

If a US recession unfolds the average Earnings Per Share (EPS) decline is -13% and the average S&P 500 decline is -24%.
Valuations are still high even after the recent -14% S&P500 decline and -24% Nasdaq decline, how much more is to come?

Source: Goldman Sachs


